There are currently many problems with the development and assessment of software intensive safety-critical systems. In this paper we describe the problems, and introduce a novel approach to their solution, based around goal-stntctoring concepts, which we believe wilJ ameliorate some of the difficulties. We discuss the use of modified and new forms of safety assessment notations to provide evidence of safety, and the use of data derived from such notations as a means of providing quantified input into the design assessment process. We then show how the design assessment can be partieJly automated, and frum this develop some ideas on how we might move from analytical to synthetic approaches, using safety criteria and evidence as a fitness function for comparing alternative automaticallygenerated designs.
Introduclion
Much current industrial practice in the design and assessment of safety-critical systems could, only slightly unfairly, be characterised as an 'over the wall' process. A design is produced with some cognisance of safety issues, it is 'tossed over the wall' to safety assessors who analyse the design and later 'toss it back' together with comments on the safety of the design and re.quests for change. Whilst something of a caricature, the shove is not entirely unrepresentative of current industrial processes.
Industrial processes which have this character do so for organisational and cultural reasons --the design and safety departments are separate entities, populated by engineers with different skills --but there are also technical reasons. Specifically there is poor integration between safety analysis and design techniques, especially for software based systems, and the processes used do not easily accommodate the much tighter interaction between safety analysis and design needed for effective integration. In this paper we describe some of our work on pxxxlucing more effective integration of safety analysis and design, and cover process issues, design and assessment methods and relate our work to more traditional safety analysis practices.
There are three major strands to our work. First, we propose a new way of organising and structuring development and assessment processes to encourage the stronger integration of design and analysis. Part of our aim in defining the process is to facilitate change management. For the purposes of this paper, however, we assume a "top down' development model, but this should be viewed in the spirit of Pumas' 'rational design process --how and why to fake it' [28] . However we do recognise the need for investigating different designs, including assessing different design strategies for their safety properties.
Second, wc consider adaptations of classical safety techniques to computer-based systems, introducing a modified form of the Hazard and Operability Sn,dy (HAZOP) for carrying out analysis of high level design proposals. We also show how techniques such as fanlt-trees and zonal hazard analysis can be adapted to software, and indicate how to carry out automated analysis of at least some safety properties, building on classical approaches such as Marker chains.
Third, we consider how to use the analysis techniques to guide design synthesis, i.e. deriving detailed designs from more abstract designs so that they have the desired safety and timing properties. Our approach uses heuristics for searching the design space, and the automated analysis techniques faer 'pruning' the space, i.e. rejecting unsuitable designs. Whilst this work is in its early stages, it draws together the other two strands, and indicates the way in which we believe it will be possible to achieve a much more strongly integrated, and automated, design and safety analysis process.
First we discuss process issues, proposing a new way of modelling and controlling processes, and setting out the role of safety analysis in a design process. We use this discussion to set the rest of the paper in context.
Safety Analysis and its role in the Design Process
The design of a safety critical system inevitably involves tradeoffs. Safety requirements may conflict with other requirements, e.g. for availability or performance, and compromises have to be found. The identification of conflicts between requirements, and their resolution, is therefore a central pert of the design process; we have previously proposed the use of 'goal-structuring' as a way of making the 'spine' of the process dear [26] , focusing on the derivation of requirements. It is our contention that these concepts help structure and document the complex processes of developing safety critical systems, particularly showing the relationship between safety analysis and design. We briefly introduce the concepts and show how they put the more detailed analyses discussed in the rest of the paper in context. The reader is directed towards surveys such as Leveson's [24] or Bennett's [3] for an overview of some of the techniques commonly used in software safety assessment, and to [4] for an overview of some of the classical means of achieving software dependability_ An excellent survey of general dependability and reliability analysis methods is given in [35] .
Goal Structuring Concepts
The two most fundamental concepts which are the basis of our process model arc:
• goal --is something that someone wishes to be achieved; it is more general than a requirement and may encompass process issues (e.g. some action to be performed) and product issues, e.g. more conventional requirements; • strategy --a strategy is a (putative) means of achieving a goal or set of goals, e.g. a system concept~ a strategy will often generate sub-goals; recta-strategies can be used to represent the fact that a choice exists between two or more strategies.
GoaLs are decomposed through the stxategies, and we will refer to sub-goals where this is helpful. Where there is a single root goed, the structure is a hierarchy. Where we have conflicting goals, or multiple goals which need to be satisfied at once, strategies will be introduced to resolve conflicts or to represent other forms of trade-off, and the structure will be a directed acyclic graph, as a strategy can satisfy more than one goal.
Some goals may be satisfied directly, e.g. by carrying out an action, or providing a product with the right properties. W© use the term solution for the action or product which satisfies such a goal. Goals with solutions are/eaves of the goal structure, i.e. they have no strategy or sub-goals.
We use the term constr~nts to refer to those goals which are not solved directly, but which restrict the way in which other goals are solved, i.e. which limit the set of aUowablc strategies (and models, see below). The satisfaction of constraints must be checked at multiple points in the goal hierarchy. Common safety requirements such as "no single point of failure shall lead to a hazard' arc representative of this class of goal.
It is intended that goals and strategies will provide the traceability in developing requirements, designs and safety cases. However there are other important facets of the structure which arc not related to goals or strategies. These includ©:
• models --these represent part of the system of interest, its environment or the organisations associated with the system; goals will often be articulated in terms of models, especied]y when the model is an abstraction of the system design; models may be the (putative) solutions to goals, and will often be introduced by strategies (see below).
• justification --a justification is an argument, or other information, e.g. the results of a safety analysis, pi~scntcd to explain why a strategy is believed to be effective; this may either justify the strategy at the time the choice is made, or retrospectively once solutions to the sub-goals have been provided.
• criteria --these are the basis for judging whether or not a goal has been satisfied; multiple criteria may be associated with a goal.
The standard simplifying assumption in any engineering endeavour is that we can have a 'top down' process, starting with the most abstract requirements, moving through layers of decomposition until the system is reafised. We illustrate the above concepts by considering just such a 'simplistic' process involving the dcvalopment of a stfcty case, before using the concepts to set the work of the rest of the paper in context_ Treatment of 'reed' processGs such as issues of concurrent engineering is outside the scope of this paper.
An rllustrafion of the Process Model
To illustrate the use of the process model we describe a fragment of the process of decomposing requirements and developing a safety case --in parallel, based on the same goal structure. We take the scope of our concern to be the development of a civil aero engine.
The top level goal will, in many cases, be to do with the licensing or certification of the equipment or system of interest. Thus, for an acre engine, the top level safety goal might be to 'certify the engine to the requirements of "JAR E", the Joint Aviation Regulation pertinent to civil aero-engines. Other high level goals will be concerned with performance, zest, etc. The first level of decomposition will typically introduce a system concept, i.e. a high level design and allocation of function amongst technologies, and the individual top-level safety (and other) requirements for the subsystems in the systems concept_ The goals will then be to show that these requirements have been met 1. Thus we might get goals such as 'show that failure mode X does not occur more frequently than 10 "Y times per flying hour'.
The example is illustrated in Figure 1 above. Two 'top level' goals are introduced --one concerned with performance, the other with safety. The goals may be articulated directly, or in terms of a model of the situation in which the engine will be used --the environment. A strategy for solving the goals is introduced which identifies a system model. This example introduces some direct safety goals, e.g. about allowable rates of failure modes. It also introduces a constraint (the box with two horizontal lines at top and bottom) which restricts the way that all the remaining goals are satisfied, i.e. it restricts lower level designs and strategies. In general the strategy will be constrained by the relevant standards, and the views of the certification and ficensing body. In this specific example JAR E identifies safety targets for engines, including ailowable faiJure rates for particular failure modes, and cons~ains the means of compliance with those requirements, including caning up standards and guidance such as DO 178 [30] . The justification will probably be by appeal to accepted practices or the requirements of the prevailing standards.
Decomposition of the safety goals will parallel the decomposition of the system design, and failure rates will be allocated to different components and their faihire modes in such a way that satisfying the component level goals will satisfy the system level goals. This is carried on to the 'bottom level' of the design decomposition where the goals have to be satisfied by safety analysis, or other means of compliance. The role of the safety analyses is therefore to supply solutions to particular goals, and the justification for a strategy, e.g. a Markov analysis might be used to justify a strategy (design concept) by showing that the specified failure modes of components and the design of the system is such that the high level failure mode and rate targets are met. Where more than one strategy is proposed the safety analyses, and other evaluations, may be used to choose between alternatives. Thus the goal structure, the results of the safety analyses and aspects of the design information will form the basis of the safety case.
1 The safety goals may not always be in terms v[ the requirements although they are in many cases, e~g. Civil Aircraft Cetxification. In sazne induslriea, the safety goals include ,showing confermance to standard designs; in this cave the goals would not map directly to requh~ments.
Design and Analysis Process
The goal-structoring approach described above is very general, and capable of representing the relationships of designs, requirements and safety evidence. We need, however, to be clearer about the structure of the development process in terms of the information being manipulated, i.e. the contents of the models and the scope of the goals. We propose a simple phasing of the process:
• requirements and system concept --the system concept is the top level design for the complete engineered system, and the requirements are 'top level' goals and those derived requirements that must be met for the system concept to satisfy the top level requirements,
• computing syatem architecture --the sUructure of the computing application, including the pt~ocesses and their inter-relationships together with their mappings to hardwme;
• realisation --detailed design and program code.
We identify these phases in the process as the information and activities within one group are much more tightly coupled than they are between groups. Thus, for example, one would expect tight iteration between system concepts, requirements and associated safety analysis to arrive at a satisfactory set of requirements and associated system concept. This would then be a fairly stable input to the architectural grouping of activities.
Of course there is feedback between the groups, but there will be less iteration, in an effective development process.
In this paper our attention is mainly focused on computing system architecture, although we will touch on the other parts of the process. This, in part, xeflects our current areas of interest, and in part the desire to provide a reasonably complete tree,aunt of some key issues, not a superficial trealment of the whole process.
Types of Analysis
To set the rest of the paper in context, we also need to consider the types of analysis that are used in the development process. Essentially all safety analysis techniques are concerned with establishing causal relations between failure modes, and those aspects of 'normal' behaviour which form a necessary part of the causal chain. It is common to distinguish top-down methods, such as Fault-Trees, from bottom-up methods, such as Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA). However we find that it is useful to make a finer distinction between analyses (as described further in [14] ); we arrive at the taxonomy shown below ( Figure 2 
Figure 2: Taxonomy of Analyses
In our taxonomy the entries can be interpreted as follows:
• known cause, unlmown effects corresponds to bottom-up analyses (e.g. FMEA);
• unlcrtown cause, bwwn effects corresponds to top-down analyses (e.g. I~TA); but:
• unknown causes, unknown effects, which w~ term exptorcaory, has no counterpart in the numLal classification.
The exploratory approach is the form of analysis which is needed most in a 'design emergence' model, for example a new system concept will need to be investigated and we will know neither the causes nor the effects, and will be seeking to find them. Thus having effective exploratory safety analysis methods is central to our approach. We start our I~alment of more detailed safety analysis issues with a consideration of exploratory safety analysis techniques, and their use for investigating alternative architectural designs. These represent the first stage in applying safety analysis to an emerging design and typically these analyses provide justification for high level strategies. We then discuss, in subsequent sections, adaptations of classical safety analyses for assessing detailed designs and implementations. Typically these analyses are used to confirm the soundness of designs, and thus provide solutions to some of the safety goals.
We next consider automation of some aspects of safety analysis, including addressing the need for Ira~c-offs between different goals. We focus on timing as an additional type of goal, as many safety-critical systems arc also real-time systems. Finally, we extend these ideas to illustrate how the analysis techniques may be adapted to support partial design synthesis.
Exploratory Safety Analysis
At the architectural design stage for new software, nothing is known about its failuro modes, and knowledge of the effects of failure wil/ generally be limited to a high level pre]imirlary hazard analysis. However, this is the stage at which it is easiest and most cost effective to take measures to improve the safety characteristics of a system, so exploratory analysis is particularly important.
The SHARD (Software Hazard Analysis and Resolution in Design) technique described here was developed after we had conducted a survey of existing software safety analysis methods which concluded that no technique proposed so far adequately addressed the requirement for a structured explora~ry safety analysis of a completely new software system. SHARD is based upon techniques derived from Hazard and Operability Studies (HAZOP) ( [9] , [22] ), applied to software designs expressed in a structural notation such as MASCOT 3 [20] or DORIS [31] . Whilst the principles of our approach are general, we illustrate them in the context of MASCOT.
The primary intention of this analysis is to assess the safety (or otherwise) of the application software. The operating environment (e.g. the MASCOT run-time system) is assumed to be error free, an assumption which must be justified by other t~clmiques such as formal verification and validation.
HAZOP, a structured system of imaginative anticipation of hazards and the suggestion of means of overcoming them, was developed by ICI in the mid 1960s to study the design of new chemical plant. Various recent papers ( [7] , [8] and [12] ) have suggested adaptations of HAZOP to the software environment, but the SHARD method is distinct fzom these in th© emphasis it places on using the results of the analysis to drive design improvements.
Key features of the HAZOP technique adopted for SHARD are:
•
The analysis is based on consideration of the properties and behaviour of flows. In a chemical plant, these are the pipelines connecting components such as pumps and reactor vessels; in software, they are the control and data flows between processing components.
s The analysis uses a set of guide words to suggest hypothetical failure modes for consideration.
The capability of the method to identify all the important failure modes of a system clearly depends upon th© s©lection off appropriate guide words. The set of guide words used in the process indusU'ies HAZOP method has been developed and refined by the experience of many years' application of the method; for application to software, it is necessary to propose a means of dec©loping a set (or sets) of guide words with a high degree of confidence in their completeness.
Guide word s©lection in the SHARD method is based upon the considerable body of research work (e.g. [13] and [5] ) in the field of software failure classification.
From this work, the following failure classes have been identified as the basis for guide word generation in SHARD:
Service provision : Omission. Commission
Service tlmir~g " Early, late
Service value : Coarse Incorrect, Subtle Incorrect
For each specific application, these basic failure classes are refined by considering their interpretation in the context of a particular combination of data type and path protocols (i.e. the communication model, which determines the timing and service provision characteristics of a flow). For som© combinations of data type and path protocol, consideration of one fault class may result in the definition of more than one guide word_ The guide words thus defined are recorded in a table, and the appropriate set selected as each flow is analysed. Figure 3 shows a typical Taking a flow at a time, each guide word is considered in turn, and may suggest one or more hypothetical fal]ure modes, which arc recorded. For each hypothetical failure mode, possible causcs and potential consequences arc sought --effectively introducing both deductive and inductive phases into the analysis. If a hypothetical failure can be shown to have both conceivable cause(s) and hazardous consequences, it is termed a meaningful failure mode, and consideration must be given to measures which can be taken to remove its canscs or limit its effects. An important feabJre of the method is that, for those hypothetical failure modes which are not considered meaningful, a justification must be given for this decision. In most cases this will b¢ a simple statem©nt but, where the decision is difficult, it may be necessary to supply a more complete argument, perhaps based on design refinement and the application of more detailed safety analysis.
For each mea-l-gfuI failure mode identified, alternative strategies are suggested for removing its causes or limiting its effects. These may include proposing alternative designs, modifying the current design, or establishing further requirements which must be satisfied by lower-level design elaboration to achieve acceptable system-level safety properties. These alternative strategies arc evaluated either by repeating the analysis for revised design proposals, or by proposing and analysing designs for the next level of decomposition, taking account of any new derived requirements. As the design is progressively refined, SHARD will not be able to support the detailed analysis of issues such as schedulability and resource usage which arc recquired to select bctw©en alternatives, and techniques for automating analysis must be applied.
The results of the SHARD analysis are recorded in a tabular format similar to that used for FMEA), which also includes fields for recording the alternative strategies considered and a justification for the eventual selection, although these may simply contain pointers to other documents.
We can now relate the use of SHARD to the concepts introduced earlier. A meta-strategy will represent the evaluation of design alternatives. Each strategy will have an associsled model, defining the design (the MASCOT diagram) and a subgoal to carry out the SHARD analysis. The SHARD tables will be the solution to the subgoal and the derived requirements will form further subgoals. The justification for classifying particular failure modes as non-meaningful will be part of the justification of the strategy. The justification for the metastrategy (selecting the "best" strategy will be a comparative evaluation of the safety properties (including failure modes) of the designs, and other relevant information, e.g. cost.
Safety Analysis Notations
Various causally based techniques for assessing systems safety based in known designs have evolved. These traditionally faU into two classes --methods which work from known causes to unknown effects (such as Failure Modes and Effects Analysis) [1] or those which work from known effects back to initially unknown causes (such as Fault Tree Analysis) [34] . Unlike SHARD, these techniquas may only be used once we have a fully detailed design, although fault trees can easily be applied to incomplete designs.
In classical safety engineering applications, these techniques are probabilistie and quantitative. In the software domain, we must treat them as deterministic and quantitative, but when considering the interaction with the rest of' the system (actuators, sensors etc.) we may then need to reconsider probabilistic aspects of the system's behaviour and integrate data from software safety analysis with that derived from probabilist/c assessment of other parts of the system.
Fault Trees
Classical fault tree analysis (FTA) is formulated in terms of a recursive causal ordering of events which contribute to a given undesired top event (i.e. a hazardous failure mode); AND and OR combinators (and simple variations on these) are used to slructure the event space, and analysis techniques allow the reduction of fault trees to standard sum-of-products ('outset') forms. In fact, AND is the only truly causal combinator in fault tree analysis; OR-decomposition merely represents alternative event sequences with the same net causal effect. The probability
Various applications of FTA techniques to software have been made. Tsylor's cause-consequence analysis influenced work on software FTA [33] and Lcveson's template-based approach to FTA for Ada programs [23] provide satisfactory descriptions of the failure behaviour of small fragments of program code, but the large-scale structure of the system is not reflected in the fault trees generated. In particular, Lcveson's approach based around the use of instances of template fault trees for individual program statements composed according to a set of rules gives rise to fanlt-lxccs constructed from the bottom up. In fact, it can be thought of as a form of Failure Modes and Effects Analysis using FTA notation.
Our initial approach [I4] merged some of the low-level structuring offered by I..cveson's system --the templates --with traditional top-down construction of fault trees. We partitioned programs into related groups of statements effectively, we are carrying out a manual form of decomposition into components about which we can reason independently.
Later developments to our method exploitr,~l the observation that most safety-critical programs contain well-defined fragments of code whose higher-level failure modes we already understand in terms of their failure bchaviour at the systems level --for example, assignment of default values to out-of-range readings in data acquisition yields subtle incor~,ct but timely failure modes, and so on. Such programming elich6s may be identified by reference to a pre-defined library of software components (this gives us the theoretical power to re-use safety analysis data in software development) or may be discovered on an appl.ication-specific basis --in practice, a mixture of these approaches is usually necessary. A simple fault tree --OR'ing together the basic failure modes of the component --replaces the template-based trees which would otherwise have been generated from the statements. In many cases, this approach means that fault tree analysis down to the code level is not necessary, assuming we have sufficient understanding of the components being re-used.
Rates of individual failure modes can be combined to give failure rates for effects, and propagated through FTAs to givc the rate, or probability, of the hazardous "top event".
Failure Modes And Effects Analysis
The top-down, component-structured approach to fault tree analysis we propose integrates well with Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA), a complcmentary technique which is often used with FTA in industry. FMEA works from known component failure modes and rates (in many industries, component suppliers provide tabular details of faihire modes and probabilities to systems integrators) to unknown systemlevel effects; it is essentially a tabular, labour-intensive process with a highly experiential focus.
FMEA has had relatively few successful applications to software to date. For example, Rabeja [29] has proposed a technique which is clearly a derivation of classical FMEA~ but does not appear to capture the essence of a software "component" in a well-defined way.
We believe that our FTA structures (particularly the clich6-identification) will let us provide data which will integrate well with FMEA-style analyses of the underlying hardware infrastructure and related sensors and actuators; hardware failure modes can provide input to software fault trees, and the output failure modes of software components can be fed into higher-level ]~.,As and FTAs of the overall system.
Failure Propagation And Transformation Notation
We have developed an integrate.d notation to ameliorate some of the limitations of FTA and ~ when applied to software. Fault trees, even those formed by our hierarchical hybrid app~ach, often tend to be intractably large. Also, although FMHCA is a powerful technique for analysing well-known failure modes its textual workshcet format makes it difficult to trace effects from one level to another.
What is needed is a graphical notation which a11ows us to work in both the top-down mode offered by FTA and the bottom-up mode of FMECA. Idcal]y this notation should be compact and should enable "end-to-end" modelling of the failure bchaviour of a system. We believe that our Failure Propagation and Transformation Notation (FPTN) offers the desired properties. The notation is quite general ~ it is not inherently specific to software or even to computing systems in general --but fits in well with the MASCOT and SHARD methods.
Basics
In FPTN a system is represented as a number of modul~s each corresponding to some functional element within that system.
Modules have standardised utfribwes; a name, a criticality level and (where applicable) indication of any recovery mechanisms which might exist in that module.
Modules may be nested hierarchically, and can be either "black box" (non-decomposable modules at the lowest level of abstraction being considered) or "'white box" (decomposable with a known internal structure). Example FIrI'N modules appear in figures 4 and 5.
In FFI'N modules are connected not by the data which normally flows between them, but by the failures which propagate bctwecn them. Inside each module we list those feilurc modes which arc generated purely internally by that module (i.e. do not depend upon any external conditions), those failure modes which arc unconditionally preventeai from propagating further by the module (failures caught by exception handlers or other recovery mechanisms) and also a set of equations characterising the relationship between input and output failure modes, where input failure modes arc those to which the component is susceptible and output failure modes are those which it passes on t~ts environment. Again we can see the relevance of the failure mode classifications: we would expect to detect coarse failures but not subtle ones, and so on.
These equations take the form of a set of logical relationships between inputs and outputs --each equation describes the relationship between some subset of the input failure modes and one of the output failures. The canonical form of these equations is a "'sum of products" form which is isomorphic to the minimal cutset form of a fault tree, with the output failure mode being considered as the top event. Thus each FPTN module corresponds to an abslraction of a set of fault trees describing a particular component_ So far we have only described failure propagation. Where does transformalion come into the notation?
We can consider failures as lying in particular duma/us such as those used as guidewords in figure 3 . We would expect users of FPTN to add or substitute failure modes appropriate to their application domain as necessary --for example, the clich6s we referred to above will often introduce new types of applicationspecific failure mode.
In many systems the domain of a failure may be changed as it propagates through the system. For example, some computation in a real-time computer system may overrun its budgeted execution time, thereby triggering s watchdog timer which forces it to return an approximate result ~ in this example a time domain failure (the overrun) has been transformed into a (hopefully subtle) value-domain failure (the approximate result). Such stru=VLures occur so widely in large software systems that our notation has been tailored to model them. Each failure mode in a system is typed with its domain and in addition to describing the logical relationships bet3veen failure modes the type annotations allow FPTN to describe the changes in failure domain which take place.
Scope and Usage of FPTN
The flexibility of FPTN means that it has many potential uses, of which this paper describes several. At its most basic level FPTN can act as an abstraction and representation of complex fault trees and/or FMECA tables; as we become more ambitious we can use FPTN to bring many other systems safety activities into the software domain because of its rich causal model. The notation can be tied closely to the design process and, at the highest levels of abstraction, can be used as a system model in high-level argumentation about system safety, as input to a tool such as SAM [15] .
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can have two roles as part of the overall safety analysis. Most obviously, it can be used as (part of) the safety analysis of some artefact. Thus it might be used directly to provide the solution to some leaf goal. More plausibly, it might be used to provide a summary of more detailed FrA and FNIEAs which is more meaningful in terms of overall system behaviour. In part this is due to the failure, mentioned above, of many approaches to software FFA and FMECA to correctly identify the software components and their failure modes. ALso, in attempting to cazry out a ZHA-likc process on softwa~ we need to consider the Iricky problem of what actually constitutes a "software zone".
FPTN can assist in the identification and modelling of zones. We assume a typical computational model as found in many real-time and safety-critical systems --one in which a number of communicating tasks are mapped on to a set of processors, communicating either by shared memory or message passing over a bus. Each task is identified with an FPTN module. We note that the failure propagation will not normally respect the logical structure of the design; for example, it may propagate via memory corruption.
We can define a zone in several ways appropriate for different kinds of analysis, and different "strengths of protection' of the run-time system and infrastructure: • "Strict" zones: we consider all tasks in the system and all propagations of failures between them. If we can partition the system task set into two or more disjoint subsets (zones) such that no failures propagate between the subsets (of course we must consider the transitive closure of the propagation) then these can be termed strict zones
• "Task-based" zones: for each task (module) we can identify a set of other tasks which arc affected by the transitive elostLm of failure modes propagated from it. We can therefore consider in general terms the parts of a system "infected" by arbitrary failures of a particular task or module.
• "Failure-based" zones: are simply defined as the transitive closure of modules affected by a particular failure mode.
For ZHA-like partitioning of a system to be accurate we need to add such failure domains as "addressing error", "communications failure" and so on, as mentioned in the section on FP'rN to reflect the impact of infrastruct]are failures on the application. Where the kernel, or run-time system, implements segregation domains we would need to model all failures as passing through the kernel and, and to represent it in FPTN.
Several interesting properties arise from this new form of analysis; we can reason about graceful (or otherwise!) degrm~ion of a system by deducing what zones arc affected by particular failures; we can use our knowledge of zones within the system to place redundant or replica tasks such that common-mode failures do not affect them and we can provide input into the task allocation problem. Indeed software ZHA can perhaps best be thought of as a form of common-cause analysis.
This use of FPTN to perform zoned analysis may provide a solution to a leaf goal. Specifically, it may be used to show that the constraint "no single point failure shall lead to a hazard" is met, even considering the effects of common-mode software failures on the design. However it is unclear how valuable this possibility is as, in many cases, protection against single point failure would be provided by hardware redundancy.
Mechanising Safety Analysis SHARD and FPTN, together with more classical techniques such as FTA and FMEA, enable the failure behaviour of systems to be described logically. They also facilitate numerical analysis of failure rates and probabilities. Logical analysis is useful for selecting between outline designs early in the process, but the numerical data is needed to "close out" the analysis --to provide the solutions at the bottom of the goal structures. We consider the numerical analysis of safety properties in the context of Shnpson's Data Interazfion Arch.iteeture (DIA) [31] , which supports point-to-point inter-node communication.
As mentioned earlier, safety-critical systems are slso often realtime systems. Thus we need to ensure that a design satisfies its timing goals as well as its safety goals. We first consider timing issues.
Analysis of an Allocation
Consider the problem of analysing a given allocation of application tasks to processors. The information required includes the set of processors, which processors are directly linked, and which tasks reside on which processors. The task set includes intermediaries (routing tasks) for those processors that ale not directly linked. Also, the worst case execution times (WCETs) of tasks arc rrcquired. A number of tools now exist to estimate the worst case execution time of a task [36] , [16] . At higher levels of design, time budgets can be used in place of calculated WCETs. These arc then replaced with actual figures as tasks are instantiated as code. The message ~raffie between tasks also need to be known. In hard real-time systems transactions, i.e. sets of precedence constrained tasks, have response deadlines placed upon them. The transactions in the system need to be identified.
If the tasks in a transaction are placed on a processor, or set of processors that no other tasks in the system reside on, the worst case response times produced for the subsystem tasks can be summed to give the system response time. However, if other tasks can reside on the same processors then the worst case timing characteristics of the transaction are subject to interference from higher priority tasks and blocking from lower level tasks from other transactions.
Analysis of the allocation requires satisfaction of simultaneous equations identifying the interactions between the tasks. Solution of these equations can be based on unique priority static scheduling of hard real-time systems. Audsley et al [2] introduce the appropriate scheduling theory and Burns et al [6] apply the theory to DIA.
For an allocation to be feasible, not only must all the tasks and transactions meet their deadlines but the available resources must not be exc~lcd. This forms the set of criteria for the satisfaction of a fimlug/resource usage goal. For our exemplar archite~turo, resour~ constraints include the maximum number of tasks alJowable on a processor, the maximum private and shared memory capacity of processors and link~ respectively, and the maximum number of messages that can be sent down each link. An allocation can easily be checked to show that it is feasible with respect to its resource constraints.
Choosing an Allocation
Given that a particular aliocation can be analysed for its timing and resource usage how can we choose between the set of possible allocations? This can be done manually, but it can also be automated, using the scheduling test as an acceptance criterion. This is a combinatorial opthnisation problem in which a solution space needs to be Iraversed to find the best feasible solution. A number of search techniques exist, which are variants of the neighbourhood search paradigm. Simulated Annealing [21] which considers a set of single solution points has proved to be an effective method of solving the allocation problem for known hardware configurations of DIA. CGcnetic Algorithms [20] allow a population of solutions to be used and should allow extensions to allow the configuration and safety design elements to be considered. (see below). In the Simulated Annealing (SA) approach a single initial, usually random, solution is produced and evaluated against a 'goodness' value which forms the criterion for choosing between alternatives. For the exemplar architecture with known tasks placed on given hardware elements the following 'goodness' criterion is used for timing properties
where Ki is a weighting factor for clement i Ep = 'goodness' criterion for proposed allocation p Emm = excess private memory required over capacity available. 0 ff less than maximum used. F~ = excess shared memory required over capacity available. 0 ff less than maximum used. Edged = penalty associated with the number of tasks that cannot meet their deadline in the worst case.
'EeD ffi penalty associated with the total task response time of the system Ecru = penalty associated with the number of muting tasks in the system (for forwarding messages between processors not connected by a point-to-point link).
The algorithm will seek feasible solutions, then minimise the value associated with this measure. The solution is altered either by changing the priority of a task or moving a set of tasks to different processors. This new solution is evaluated and if it is better, i.e. has a smaller value than the previous solution, it is accepted. In order to reduce the chances of converging to a local minimum a poorer solution can also be accepted. The probability of accepting such moves is reduced as the algorithm progresses. Thus we can think of the opfimigation technique as providing a recta-strategy which generates and evaluates many strategies, selecting a near-optimal result_
Safety and the Allocation Problem
The use of safety design idioms will have an effect on the timing and resource usage aspects of a design. The allocation of tasks may be constrained by the idiom being used. To show the effect of safety design idioms we will consider the application of watchdogs and repfication techniques to our exemplar architecture.
Watchdogs can help guard against timing failures in architectures, such as DIA. A table of worst case execution times can be pvaduced from analysis of the code of a task and the watchdog set to this value. Tasks which over-run their times can be made to fail silently or produce a known erroneous value,
i.e. to turn a fimir~g faJ.]tlrc into a subtle value failure as mentioned above. The impact of watchdogs on the allocation problem is to increase the worst ease execution time of the task. If the watchdog interrupts the task it may cause extra code to be executed. This must also be included as part of the worst case execution time of the task.
Replication of a task or more importantly a transaction, has a greater impact on the allocation problem. A number of different repficafion protocols can be envisaged to help mask the effects of permanent or transient faults. Most forms involve the production of a second set of task(s) which arc not allowed to be on the same proceasor(s) or use the same link(s) for message passing, as the original(s). This is particularly difficult in DIA because of the use of routing tasks and the temporal decoupllng of the processors in a DIA network. [32] One or more decision tasks arc often required to decide which value is to be propagated through the system. Thus if replication is to be used we need to identify the transactions to which it is to be applied, and the form it is to take.
The goodness value of a given allocation needs to indicate whether the proposed allocation of replica tasks or use of watchdogs is feasible. In addition it must also take into account the failure properties, specifically the failure modes propagated through the system. This can be evaluated by combining the FPTN models for the code modules, and computing rates of failure modes (if the basic data fi'om hardware FMEAs is available). The FPTN goals form criteria for acceptability of the allocation. However, the failure rate computation is complex.
A number of simple refiability measures, such as reliability block diagrams, are deterministic. However most realistic strategies do not admit deterministic solutions. Typically Markov and semi-Markov analysis is required and these techniques are very computatinnally expensive. Powerful tools to estimate and predict system reliability have been produced. The main comparative work on these tools considers five tools [17] .
Zonal analysis and analysis reuse should allow reduction of the (re)computation required to produce new failure rate estimates for designs. The HARP [11] tool, for instance, has a number of features that help integrate the tool with the other analytical methods discussed in this paper. HARP allows the fault model to be input in the form of a fault tree (recall that FPTN models can be viewed as sets of fault trees). It then automatically Iransforms the tree into an appropriate Marker chain. To model sequence dependencies it provides four new fault tree gates. Fault tree analysis also allows logical analysis to be carried out to go with the quantitative analysis [10] .
Thus, in principle, part of the design process can be automated. In effect, the optimisafion techniques form recta-strategies and the timing and failure criteria can be used to select acceptable designs. We have demonstrated this approach on small examples in the SPIRITS project, but there are many technical problems to address.
Design Synthesis
We have considered how to produce and evaluate alternative designs for timing and safety properties. We have demonstrated how, for a given architecture, with known hardware components (links and processors), and a proposed set of safety design idioms (to mask or remove failure modes) tasks can be allocated to processors such that no safety, timing or rcsourec constraints arc violated. The safety of the proposed design is measured by the failure modes and rates. Our design synthesis approach based on Simulated Annealing can address this problem, but Genetic Algorithms seem to be a better prospect for developing effective automated design tools.
Genetic Algorithms arc population based heuristic opfimisation techniques that arc used to navigate a solution space. The solution space to be searched is the safety, timing, resource usage and functionality characteristics of alternative designs. A Genetic Algorithm can be characterised as a two stage process.
It starts with a current population. Selection is applied to this population to create an intermediate population. Then recombination and mutation are applied to the intermediate population to create the next population.
For the allocation problem already considered using Simulated Annealing, a variant can be produced. The full Chromosome consists of appropriate genes of processor, priority and route chromosomes. The fitness function for any given possible solution is analogous to the goodness criterion in SA. In this approach the selection mechanism to determine members of the population to survive to the next generation is a Boltzmann tournament [25] .
The GA approach can be extended to incorporate other aspeots of a design. For instance, it can consider different infrastructures. For our exemplar DIA the number of processor and links in a system may not Kxed. The configuration of links can also vary. The chromosome is extended to include two new chromosomes describing the liveness of each processor and link, and the fitness function can be extended to accommodate the extra effects of changing the infrastructure.
A similar approach can be adopted to consider the use of different safety design idioms that could potentially overcome identified failure modes in system components, both hardware and softwaze.
From our limited experiments, it has become apparent that the designer can dramatically affect not oniy the speed with which any algorithm reaches a solution but also the quality of the solution produced. For instance some allocations are known to be infeasible because tasks need to be connected to particular peripherals, or need to be placed on a particular type of processor. A neighbourhood search technique, both simulated annealing and genetic algorithms arc neighbourhood techniques, called Tabu search [I8] could provide a method of including designer information. In Tabu search, a dynamic set of userdefined rules, which defines those ncighbours that are tabu. is produced. Tabu search is still in its infancy, and is being expanded to include Aspiration Criteria, where rules are produced to indicate that certain moves are preferred over others. Each rule can be given a weight, negative if tabu, and positive if an aspiration. This would appear to offer a direct way of evolving criteria in a design synthesis environment, based on our approach to goal strucUxring.
Conclusions
We have described some adaptations of classical hazard and safety analysis techniques to handle software intensive systems. We have aLso considered the possibilities of automating design analysis and synthesis, taldng into account the need to satisfy multiple goals simultaneously. The techniques we have discussed fit into the overall process as illustrated in figure 6 , where we have elided the strategies to show the relationship of the design to the top-level goads.
The techniques we have described can be applied manuagy, or with simple tDol support to modest-sized designs. We have applied SHARD, FPTN and our hierarchical software FTAs to a number of case studies derived from real systems. We have found the techniques practical and have, in some cases, found significant flaws in designs, e.g. failure modes that the designers had overlooked. Our ideas on software ZHA remain hypothetical, although we believe that they will prove relevant as safety-critical systems become more complex. We have also applied the design analysis and synthesis approach to medium-scale appfications consisting of a few tens of tasks on 16 processors as part of the SPIRITS project. The approach based on simulated annealing works reasonably well when dcafing with timing alone, but becomes very computationally expensive when addressing safety, especially vastly different design idioms. More effective techniques such as genetic algorithms, arc needed if this approach is to prove practiced.
Other groups have carried out work on adapting safety analysis techniques to software, and the work of Leveson and Taylor is of particular historical significance. However, we are not aware of any other work which has provided such an extensive set of safety analysis techniques for software based systems, nor made so much progress in showing how to integrate them into the design process.
Whilst much remains to be done, we believe that we have identified a fruitful line of research and we aim to use the Safety Argument Manager (SAM) [15] currently under development to draw together these stxands of work, with the aim of further proving their effectiveness.
